Apple iPhone 3G (8GB & 16GB variants)

Carrier: AT&T

Software tested:

2.0, 2.0.1

How to find the
software version:

On the Home screen touch Settings  General  About

Note:

BMW makes no guarantees or warranties as to the performance of each
phone while connected to your BMW via Bluetooth® Wireless
Technology. Furthermore, software releases by BMW, the phone
supplier or the wireless carrier dated after testing might alter
compatibility results.

Vehicles compatible:
1-series
3-series
5-series
6-series
7-series
X3
Z4
X5

Produced after:
September 2005
September 2005
September 2004
September 2004
March 2005
September 2006
September 2006
September 2006

Pairing Instructions:
1.
Set vehicle in pairing mode. For details please see the vehicle user’s manual
2.
On the Home screen touch Settings  General  Bluetooth
Your phone will display a list of any Bluetooth device(s) that it discovers in range and
available to be paired

Select the name of the Bluetooth enabled device (e.g. BMW xxxxx) with which you are
pairing. Please note that the Bluetooth enabled device name may first appear as
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3.

4.

“Handsfree”.
Type in a 4-16 digit passkey on the cell phone first (on some BMW models like X3, Z4 and
7 series the passkey that is required for this step is fixed. See the car manual for the
passkey. On all other cars the 4-16 digit passkey can be selected by the user). Touch
"Connect"

Then the Confirm Passkey dialog appears in the display of the car:

Repeat the passkey that was used on the device to authenticate the cell phone and press
Confirm passkey.
Please note: If a different passkey is entered on the vehicle side, cell phone will displayed
Passkey incorrect. If you try to reenter the correct passkey on the cell phone side, cell
phone will still display Passkey incorrect and won't pair to vehicle.
To recover from this situation, Bluetooth has to be switched off on the cell phone and then
switched back on. Then pairing process has to be restarted from the beginning.
To delete the device list from the phone, choose “Unpair”

Limitations:
1.

Accessory message pop-up
All current BMW software levels have been approved before the availability of cell phone.
The message has no effect on function and times out automatically after approx. 15 sec.
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2.

iPod/USB adapter cable (Y-cable for connecting iPod/iPhone to the USB connector)
The currently available cable will charge the iPhone with 100mA max (which is not detected
by the iPhone and thus not indicated on the iPhone).
The revised y-cable for the iPhone charges with up to 500mA and the iPhone will indicate it’s
charging (available since mid August 2007)

3.

Accepting incoming calls at cell phone
If user accepts an incoming call at the cell phone the call remains in privacy mode, but may
be transferred to the car by touching the audio source button.

4.

Call waiting
During a Bluetooth® hands free phone call, the hands free audio connection will be lost if a
call waiting call is acknowledged via the handset. Please note: Bluetooth protocol does not
support call waiting functions.
Scenarios:
• During an active phone call, a second incoming call (call waiting call) is received and
‘accept call’ is selected. The communication menu shows the call time counter still
counting and the radio remains muted for approximately 40 seconds. The second
incoming call will be lost.
• If first call is terminated via the vehicle when the handset has a second incoming call.
The communication menu shows the call time counter still counting and the radio
remains muted for approximately 40 seconds. The second incoming call will be lost.
BMW of North America, LLC does not recommend using the handset to answer a call or
switch between two calls while driving. There are two options to avoid this handset issue:
• Call waiting can be disabled via the cell phone. To turn call waiting off, please go into
Settings -> phone -> Call waiting and set it to off.
• During an active phone call, if a second incoming call (call waiting call) is received to
not ‘accept’ or ‘reject’ the second incoming.

5.

No entries from SIM card are transferred to car kit
The telephone directory of the SIM card is not accessible over Bluetooth interface.
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6.

@-Symbol Character
On phonebook entries containing the @-symbol the @-symbol and following characters may
not be transferred to the car.
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